Literacy

Maths

HWB

Project

Learning the sound: ou ow
Watch Geraldine the Giraffe ou ow
episode on YouTube.
Think of different words with the
ou ow sound.

Numbers
Ask your adult to give you three
random numbers e.g. 25, 3, 12.
Put them in order from smallest to
biggest.

Resilience
Draw a poster of all the things you
can do to cheer yourself up if you are
feeling sad.

ART
Take part in Dr Stahl’s weekly art
lessons, available on our school
website.

Spelling
Can you spell words with ou ow?
Use different colours to write your
words.
Use the ou ow sheets below to help
you.

Counting
Learn to count in 2s. If you can do
this already learn to count in 5s.
There are some number lines below
to help.

P.E.
Choose 1 or 2 tasks from Mr
Robertson’s staying active Home
Learning grid on our school website

Living and Growing
Go for a walk with your family try to
find all the plants and flowers on the
sheet below.

Sentence building
Use the ou ow words below to write
sentences. I.e. I saw a cow.
Remember capital letters, finger
spaces and full stops.

3D Shapes
Guess the 3D shape. Collect junk or
toys for each 3D shape: cylinder,
cube, cuboid, cone, sphere. Ask your
adult to put one in a bag and guess
the shape without looking.

Writing
You are out and about anywhere in
the world! What can you see? Draw
a picture and write a sentence to go
with your picture. You can act out
your story to your family.
Tricky words
Keep learning the tricky words. Read
them, write them and spell them.
Focus: do as

3D Shapes
Learn a 3D shape song online: 3D
shapes I know.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=2cg-Uc556-Q

Health
Discuss ways to keep your body
healthy with your family. Why is it
important to wash your hands?

3D Shapes
Build a 3D tower using your toys. Can
you name each 3D shape?

Go outside
Go for a walk, cycle, scoot with your
family.

Music/Dance
Have a disco with your family, learn
a new party dance or make up your
own actions.

Online tasks

Play
Play a game with your family.

Science
Plant some seeds to grow something
or look after a plant in your house.

Online tasks
Remember to check Sumdog for
your weekly spelling and reading
tasks/games.

Remember to check Sumdog for
your weekly maths tasks/games.

P.E.
Fitness challenge:
• 10 star jumps
• 5 push ups
• 10 sit ups
• 5 pencil jumps

Living and Growing
What does a plant need to
survive? Watch this video to help
you learn what a plant needs to
survive.
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=_RXVhiUnTA8
Art
Draw a picture of the plants and
flowers that you found on your walk.

ou
Sing it

YouTube

I pricked my thumb with a needle.

Watch Geraldine the
Giraffe -ou

/ou/-/ou/-/ou/!
/ou/-/ou/-/ou/!
I pricked my thumb with a needle.

Watch Alphablocks ou

/ou/-/ou/, ouch!

Read it
I am in the house.
Sit on the couch.

Sound it out

It was loud.
He saw a cloud.

l-ou-d

c-ou-ch

m-ou-

sh-out

ow
Sing it
I pricked my thumb with a needle.
/ou/-/ou/-/ou/!
/ou/-/ou/-/ou/!
I pricked my thumb with a needle.
/ou/-/ou/, ouch!

YouTube
Watch Geraldine the
Giraffe -ow
Watch Alphablocks ow

Sound it out

Read it
I saw an owl.
Look at the clown.
I can go up and down.
She had a shower.

Sound it out

d-owc-ow
n

t-ow-n

ow-l

We are starting our new topic on Living and Growing.
This term we will learn about what plants need to grow and the life cycles of
animals and insects.

